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Abstract. In this paper, we present an alternative technique of decision making 
through parameterization reduction by determining maximal supported sets 
from a Boolean-valued information system based soft set theory. Based on such 
reduction, the maximal support will be calculated to determine the optimal 
choice. It is shown that the technique is identical to normal parameter reduction 
from previous research on soft set for decision making. While maximal  
support reduction is in fact has also provided consistency choices in decision 
making. 
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1   Introduction 
The reliance on information obtained from database is very critical and important. 
Almost in every part of our life, there are lots of instances where we have either direct 
or indirect dealing with databases. One aspect that database plays an important role is 
in the field of decision making. Input obtained from data stored in terms of records 
and attributes in databases do contribute a lot in the process of decision making. To 
this, one practical problem is faced: for a particular property, whether all the attributes 
in the attribute set are always necessary to preserve this property [1]. In decision 
making, precision is considered as a major factor. The main objective of reduction is 
to lessen the number of attributes, and at the same time, preserving the property of 
information in helping the process of decision making. The theory of soft set [2] 
proposed, by Molodtsov 1999 is a new method for handling uncertain data. Soft sets 
are called (binary, basic, elementary) neighborhood systems. As for standard soft set, 
it may be redefined as the classification of objects in two distinct classes, thus 
confirming that soft set can deal with a Boolean-valued information system. 
Molodtsov [2] pointed out that one of the main advantages of soft set theory is that it 
is free from the inadequacy of the parameterization tools, unlike in the theories of 
fuzzy set, probability and interval mathematics [2]. The theory of soft set has been 
applied to data analysis and decision support systems. The concept of reducts is 
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another area which purportedly supports decision making with less involvement of 
data and attributes by reducing the attributes. By applying the concept of co-
occurrence of parameters in an object and it’s support on the Boolean-valued 
information based on soft set theory, we propose an alternative technique termed as 
maximal supported sets reduct. The main purpose of the propose technique is to 
ensure that any process of attribute elimination in  transforming the complex database 
into much simpler database for decision making but not at the expense that will cause 
changes to the optimal and sub-optimal choices. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related works of 
reduction and decision making under soft set theory. Section 3 describes the 
fundamental concept of an information system and soft set theory. Section 4 analyses 
the work that has been done by Maji [3], Chen et al. [4] and Kong et al. [5]. Section 5 
will introduce an alternative technique of reduction and decision making based on 
maximal supported sets. Section 6 describes experimental result. Finally, we conclude 
our works in section 7. 
2   Related Works 
The idea of reduct and decision making using soft set theory is firstly proposed  
by Maji et al. [3]. In [3], the application of soft set theory to a decision making 
problem with the help of Pawlak’s rough mathematics was presented. Decision was 
selected from among the objects based on maximal weighted value, and it is only 
obtained by reducing the attributes using Pawlak’s rough reduction. However Chen  
et al. [4] highlighted the incorrectness out of the results used by the reduction 
proposed by Maji et al. [3]. Chen et al. [4] also did not miss to point out what was 
inappropriate in Maji’s algorithm used to derive the choice value in selecting the 
optimal objects for the decision problem. They also pointed out that the idea of reduct 
under rough set theory generally cannot be applied directly in reduct under soft set 
theory. The idea of parameterization reduction of soft sets by Chen et al. [4] for soft 
set reduction is only focused on the optimal choice related to each object. However, 
the idea proposed by Chen et al. [4] cannot be considered complete, since the 
problems of the sub-optimal choice have not been addressed. To this, Kong et al. [5] 
analyzed the problem of suboptimal choice and has added parameter set of soft set. 
Then, they introduced the definition of normal parameter reduction in soft set theory 
to overcome the problems in Chen et al. [4] ‘s model by describing two new 
definitions, i.e. parameter important degree and soft decision partition and has used 
them to analyze the algorithm of normal parameter reduction. With this technique, the 
optimal and sub-optimal choices are still been upheld. Our paper will present that our 
proposed alternative technique of reduct based on maximal supported sets is better 
than the proposed attribute reduction by Maji et al. [3] and parameter reduction by 
Chen et al. [4] and at par in terms of achievement with normal parameter reduction 
proposed by Kong et al. [5]. 
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3   Preliminaries 
3.1   Information System 
An information system is a 4-tuple ( )fVAUS ,,,= , where { }
u
uuuU ,,, 21 "=  is a 
non-empty finite set of objects, { }AaaaA ,,, 21 "= is a non-empty finite set of 
attributes, ∪ Ae ei iVV ∈= , ieV  is the domain (value set) of attribute a, VAUf →×:   
is an information function such that VAUf →×: , aVauf ∈),( , for every 
( ) AUau ×∈, , called information (knowledge) function. In an information system 
( )fVAUS ,,,= , if { }1,0=
a
V  for every Aa ∈ , then S  is called a Boolean-valued 
information system.  
3.2   Soft Set Theory 
Throughout this section U refers to an initial universe, E is a set of parameters, ( )UP  
is the power set of U. 
Definition 1. (See [2].) A pair ( )EF ,  is called a soft set over U, where F is a 
mapping given by ( )UPEF →:  
In other words, a soft set is a parameterized family of subsets of the universe U. For 
E∈ε , ( )εF  may be considered as the set of ε -elements of the soft set ( )EF , or as 
the set of ε -approximate elements of the soft set, instead of  a (crisp) set. 
Example 2. As an illustration, let we consider a soft set ( )EF ,  which describes the 
“attractiveness of credit card promotions” that Mr. X is considering to purchase. Let 
assume that there are thirty credit card promotions in the universe U that are  
under consideration, { }3021 ,,, pppU "= , and E is a set of decision parameters, 
{ }7654321 ,,,,,, eeeeeeeE = , where 1e  stands for the parameter “Magazine”, 2e  stands 
for the parameter “Watch”, 3e  stands for the parameter “Life”, 4e  stands for the 
parameter “Credit Card Insurance”, 5e  stands for the parameter “Car”, 6e  stands for 
the parameter “Car Insurance” and 7e  stands for the parameter “House”. Consider the 
mapping ( )UPEF →:   given by “credit card promotions
 
( )⋅ ”, where ( )⋅  is to be 
filled in by one of parameters Ee∈ . Suppose that ( ) { ,,,,,,,, 876543211 ppppppppeF =  
}292725222120191817161514131211109 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ppppppppppppppppp , ( ) { ,,, 11322 pppeF =  
}3028262423181615 ,,,,,,, pppppppp , ( ) { ,,,,,,,,,,,, 242319181615121174323 ppppppppppppeF =  
}302826 ,, ppp , ( ) { }181615324 ,,,, pppppeF = , ( ) { }191413127415 ,,,,,, pppppppeF = , ( ) { ,46 peF =  
}30282624231912117 ,,,,,,,, ppppppppp , ( ) { ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 17161514131098653217 pppppppppppppeF =  
}29272522212018 ,,,,,, ppppppp . As for example, ( )2eF  means credit card promotion for 
watch, whose functional value is the set { }30282624231816151132 ,,,,,,,,,, ppppppppppp . 
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Thus, we can view the soft set ( )EF ,  as a collection of approximations as illustrated 
below: 
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Fig. 1. The soft set 
The above soft set can be represented as a finite table, where the entries are “1” 
which is denoted as the presence of described attribute and “0” which mean the 
attribute is not part of the description of the house. The table can also be viewed as a 
Boolean-valued information system. The relation between a soft set and a Boolean-
valued information system is given as follow. 
Proposition 3. If ( )EF ,  is a soft set over the universe U, then ( )EF ,  is a binary-
valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= . 
Proof. Let ( )EF ,  be a soft set over the universe U, we define a mapping  
{ }
n
fffF ,,, 21 "= , 
where  
ii VUf →:  and ( ) ( )( )⎩⎨
⎧
∉
∈
=
i
i
i
eFx
eFx
xf
,0
,1
,  for Ai ≤≤1 . 
Hence, if EA = , ∪ Ae ei iVV ∈= , where { }1,0=ieV , then a soft set ( )EF ,  can be 
considered as a binary-valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= .         □ 
 
From Proposition 3, it is easily to understand that a binary-valued information system 
can be represented as a soft set. Thus, we can make a one-to-one correspondence 
between ( )EF ,  over U and { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= . 
4   Parameterization Reduction and Decision Making 
In this section, we present the existing techniques on soft reduction and decision 
making techniques proposed by [3], [4] and [5]. The purpose of this analysis is to 
present the comparison in the previous techniques and how our proposed technique 
will provide an alternative way for soft decision making. Suppose we have a soft set 
( )EF,
 over universe U with the representation as displayed in Figure 1. Let 
( ) ∑= j ijiE ppf , where ijp  are the entries in the Boolean-table of ( )EF , . Since it is 
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clearly shown that ( ) 518,16,15,3,2 ==iiE pf  is the maximum choice value, thus 
,,,, 16`1532 pppp  and 18p  are the original (not reduced) optimal choice. 
4.1   Parameterization Reduction of Maji et al. [3] 
Maji et al. [3] presented a reduction of soft sets and its applications in a decision 
making problem, which can be briefly explained as follows. The most optimal 
decision derived by Maji et al. [3] will be only be deduced after the process of  
identifying the rough set-based reduction set. This can by maintained using a partition 
on U based on the indiscernibility relation on a set of attributes in rough set theory 
[6]. As for our example based on Figure 1, the partition induced by the set of all 
attributes { }7654321 ,,,,,, eeeeeeeE = ,  denoted  by EU /  is given by  
{ } { } { } {
} { } ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
30282624231129272522212017
1098651912741816`153214131
,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/
ppppppppppppp
ppppppppppppppppp
EU , 
and optimal choices are now  { }1816`1532 ,,,, ppppp , denoted by the maximum value = 
5. Any subset of E, that will induce partition equal to EU /
 
will be considered as 
attribute reduction of E . As for example, let ER ⊂ , where { }7521 ,,, eeeeR = ,  it will 
produce a partition  induced as follow 
{ } { } { } {
} { } ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
30282624231129272522212017
1098651912741816`153214131
,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/
ppppppppppppp
ppppppppppppppppp
RU . 
Therefore, R can also be considered as a reduct of E. However, the optimal objects are 
now { }1816`151413321 ,,,,,,, pppppppp , which has the maximum value of 3. The 
optimal choices obtained from this set R are different from the set E, which is 
{ }1816`1532 ,,,, ppppp . In the other hand, after reduction, the choices for sub-optimal 
are the set { }29272522212019171210986574 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, pppppppppppppppp , which is 
different from sub-optimal choices derived from E, which is { }191274 ,,, pppp . The 
major drawback is inconsistency as shown in the selection of optimal and sub-optimal 
chaices. 
4.2   Soft Parameter Reduction of Chen et al. [4] 
Chen et al. [4] has defined ( ) ∑= j ijiE ppf , where ijp  are the entries in the table of 
( )EF ,
 and and EM  denoted for collection of objects in U which has the maximum 
value of Ef . Chen et al. [4] has in fact defined a dispensable set EA ⊂  if only if 
EAE MM =\ . Clearly, parameter reduction of Chen et al. [4] has been able to provide 
consistency in optimal object’s decision. In our analysis based on Figure 1, 
{ }1816`1532 ,,,, pppppM E = . Let  { }76543 ,,,, eeeeeS = , thus we have  
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{ } { } { }1816`1532,,,,, ,,,,2176543 pppppMM eeeeeeeE ==− . 
Thus, the set { }76543 ,,,, eeeeeS =  is dispensable. 
Optimal choices are still  { }1816`1532 ,,,, ppppp  which has the maximum value of 2.  
and { } { }2176543 ,,,,, eeeeeeeE MM =− . Therefore, { }21 ,ee  can be considered as a parameter 
reduction of E. Chen et al. [4] has succesfully maintain consistency in the optimal 
choices, but failed in maintaining consistency for sub-optimal choices. Notice that, in 
this case, the sub-optimal choices are all of the promotions except the optimal 
promotions, i.e., 
{ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 252423222120181716`15141311109865321 ppppppppppppppppppppp
 }3029282726 ,,,, ppppp , which is different from sub-optimal choices as derived from E, 
i.e., { }191274 ,,, pppp . The major drawback here, is again inconsistency as made 
known in the selection of sub-optimal choices. 
4.3   Normal Parameter Reduction of Kong et al. [5] 
The main purpose of Kong et al.’s normal parameter reduction is to provide 
consistency in selecting the optimal and sub-optimal objects from any reduced set that 
does conforms to the rules that has been defined by Kong et al. [5]. Kong has 
maintained the same the partitions of objects by defining indiscernibility relation 
( )AIND , for EA ⊂  as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }jAiAji pfpfUUppAIND =×∈= :, . 
The decision partition of U generated by ( )EIND  is defined as 
{ } { } { }{ }
sfnkfjifiE ppppppC ,,,,,,,,, 211 1 """" += . 
In the case that for EA ⊂ , if ( ) ( ) ( )
nAAA pfpfpf === ...21  implies AEE CC −= , then 
A is called dispensable set. For this definition, Kong et al. [5] has termed AE −  as 
normal parameter reduction. Based on on the Boolean table in Figure 1,  the decision 
partition induced, will be  
{ } { } { }
{ } ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
229272522212017109865
330282624231413111419127451816`1532
,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
pppppppppppp
pppppppppppppppppp
 
and { }1816`1532 ,,,, ppppp  is the optimal objects and { }191274 ,,, pppp  will be the sub-
optimal objects. Let a subset, { } EeeZ ⊂= 76 , . Obviously, Z is dispensable since the 
decision partition generated by Z has not changed, that is ZEE CC −= . Thus, by 
deleting parameter Z from E, we will have as what so-called normal parameterization 
reduction. And Kong et al. has successfully shown that the optimal and sub-optimal 
decisions, thus maintaining consistency in decision after the reduction. 
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5   Soft Decision Making Using Maximal Supported Sets  
In this section, we propose an alternative technique of obtaining the optimal and sup-
optimal choices in soft reduction and decision making. It is based on maximal 
supported sets from a Boolean table. Firstly, by using the notion of co-occurrence of 
parameters on an object, we then define the notion of support of an object. Then, the 
reduct will be obtained based on the maximum support set value. The next nearest 
support set value will be the indicator for the sub-optimal value.  
Throughout this sub-section the pair ( )EF ,  refers to the soft set over the universe 
U representing a Boolean-valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= .  
Definition 4. Let ( )EF ,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . A parameter 
co-occurrence set of an object u can be defined as ( ) ( ){ }1,:coo =∈= eufEeu . 
Obviously, ( ) ( ){ }1:Coo =∈= eFEeu . 
Definition 5. Let ( )EF ,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . Support of an 
object u is defined by ( ) ( ){ }( )1,:cardsupp =∈= eufEeu . 
Definition 6. Let ( )EF ,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . An objects u is 
said to be maximally supported by a set of all parameters E, denoted by ( )uMsupp  if  
( ) ( )vu suppsupp > , { }uUv \∈∀ . 
Based on Definition 6, we can make supported (ranked) ordered objects  
according their support value as 
n
UUU >>> "21 , where UUi ⊆  and 
{ }EiuUuUi by  supported maximalth - is :∈= , for ni ≤≤1 . Thus, iU  is a 
collection of objects in U having the same support, i.e., objects of the same support of 
are grouped into the same class. Obviously ∪ ni iUU ≤≤= 1  and ,φ=ji UU ∩  for ji ≠ . 
In other word, a collection of { }
n
UUUEU ,,,/ 21 "=  is a decision partition of U, so 
called cluster decision of U. 
Definition 7.  Let ( )EF ,  be a soft set over the universe U and EA ⊂ . A is said to be 
indispensable if EUAU // = . Otherwise, A is said to be dispensable. 
Based on Definition 7, we can reduce the number of parameters without changing the 
optimal and sub-optimal decisions. 
Definition 8. For soft set ( )EF ,  over the universe U and EA ⊆ . A is reduction of E 
if only if A is indispensable and ( ) ( )vu AEAE suppsupp \\ = , for every ., Uvu ∈  
Definition 9. For soft set ( )EF ,  over the universe U and Uu ∈ . An object u will be 
the optimal decision if u is maximally supported by E. 
The pseudo-code of searching reduct based on using soft set theory based on maximal 
supported sets is as follows. 
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1. Input a soft set ( )EF ,  over a universe U, where E as the 
available parameters used for the description of U and a 
representation of ( )EF ,  in a Boolean-valued information 
system ( )fVAUS ,,, )1,0(= . 
2. Determine the co-occurrence of parameters on each object and 
calculate its support. 
3. Determine the first, second until the least support. 
4. From step 3, determine the cluster decision partition EU / . 
5. Determine EA ⊂ , such that EUAU // =  and ( ) ( )vu AA suppsupp = , 
for every Uvu ∈, . 
6. The subset A will be identified as the reduct preserving the 
optimal and sub-optimal decisions. 
Fig. 2. The pseudo-code of the proposed technique 
6   Result and Discussion 
The following will be the co-occurrence set derived from Boolean-valued information 
of Figure 1.  
 ( ) { }7511 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }743212 ,,,,Coo eeeeep = , ( ) { }743213 ,,,,Coo eeeeep = ,  
( ) { }65314 ,,,Coo eeeep = , ( ) { }715 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }716 ,Coo eep = ,  
( ) { }65317 ,,,Coo eeeeh = , ( ) { }718 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }719 ,Coo eep = ,  
( ) { }7110 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }63211 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }653112 ,,,Coo eeeep = ,  
( ) { }75113 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }75114 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }7432115 ,,,,Coo eeeeep = ,  
( ) { }7432116 ,,,,Coo eeeeep = , ( ) { }7117 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }7432118 ,,,,Coo eeeeep = ,  
( ) { }653119 ,,,Coo eeeep = , ( ) { }7120 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }7121 ,Coo eep = ,  
( ) { }7122 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }63223 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }63224 ,,Coo eeep = , 
( ) { }7125 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }63226 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }7127 ,Coo eep = ,  
( ) { }63228 ,,Coo eeep = , ( ) { }7129 ,Coo eep = , ( ) { }63230 ,,Coo eeep = , 
Thus, support each transaction is given as follow  
( ) 18,16,15,3,2,5supp == ipi  ( ) 19,12,7,4,4supp == jp j  
( ) 30,28,26,24,23,14,13,11,1,3supp == kpk  
( ) 29,27,25,22,21,20,17,10,9,8,6,5,2supp == lpl  
Therefore, the cluster partition is 
{ } { } { }
{ } ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
29272522212017109865
302826242314131111912741816`1532
,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/
pppppppppppp
pppppppppppppppppp
EU , 
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where it is arrange in descending order of support value. As noted from such cluster, 
the maximum supported set is { }1816`1532 ,,,, ppppp with the support of each element is 
5. And { }191274 ,,, pppp  can be considered as the sub-optimal set based on the support 
value which the next highest, i.e. 4. By comparing optimal choices from our proposed 
technique with parameter reduction from [5], also giving the result of the same the 
optimal and sub-optimal choices. Thus confirming that our reduction also provide the 
right choice for decision making. As in [3] and [4], only the issue of optimal choice 
was addressed, but in our paper, any set of reduct that conforms to our rule of reduct 
will still provide the same optimal and sub-optimal. To elaborate Definitions 7 and 8, 
let { }54321 ,,,, eeeeeA = . Then we will obtain ( ) 301,1supp \ ≤≤= ipiAE . Therefore A 
is indispensable, and we can now delete parameters 6e  and 7e  from E. By deleting 6e  
and 7e , we now have  
{ } { } { }
{ } ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
=
29272522212017109865
302826242314131111912741816`1532
,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
/
pppppppppppp
pppppppppppppppppp
AU , 
which is still the same partition as in EU / . As we can see from AUEU // = , the 
partition is invariant, therefore  { }76 ,ee  can be deleted from E. Also in the case of 
AUEU // = , the maximum supported sets are still maintained. Again, the optimal 
and sub-optimal choices has not changed, thus confirming that eliminating technique 
based on parameter of co-occurrence and supported sets will not change the optimal 
and sub-optimal choices. So this where, our proposed reduction technique is better 
then the one proposed by [3] and [4], because it still maintains the same optimal and 
sub-optimal choices after reduction. Thus, it is shown that our proposed reduction 
technique is at par with normal parameter reduction by [5] at the point of selecting 
optimal and sub-optimal choices. 
7   Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an alternative technique of decision making based on 
algorithm termed maximal supported sets. In order to apply this technique, a Boolean-
valued information system is required. Since the “standard” soft set deals with such 
information system, thus maximal supported sets reduction can be applied for the 
process of decision making. Using the co-occurrence of parameters concept in an 
object, we define the notion of a support of an object under soft set theory. Based on 
the supported set from the parameters co-occurrence, we are able to identify optimal 
and sub-optimal choices. It is proven to be better than reduction of [3] and [4] because 
we are still able to maintain the optimal and sub-optimal objects after the reduction. 
Our reduction technique has proven that the optimal choice has never changed after 
reduction and different reductions will still decide the same optimal and sub-optimal 
choices. Thus proving our proposed reduction provided much improved and 
consistency in decision making. Therefore, it is safe to say that our proposed 
technique will not give rise misleading final decision. 
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